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Abstract. We here show that the necessary condition of exponentially decaying first
return times to a cylinder set is also sufficient for a countable state Markov chain
to be almost continuously isomorphic to a Bernoulli shift.

In [5] Smorodinsky and Keane showed that a finite state mixing (non-cyclic) Markov
chain is finitarily Bernoulli, i.e. conjugate to a finite state Bernoulli shift by a
conjugating map continuous almost everywhere in the topologies generated by
cylinder sets of the two processes. If the Markov chain has countably many states,
even assuming it has an invariant probability measure (is 'ergodic' in the sense of
[1]) and is mixing, this need not be the case, as Smorodinsky has shown that to be
finitarily Bernoulli, the return time probabilities to a state must decay at least
exponentially. This is in contrast to the fact that such a Markov chain will be
measurably isomorphic to a Bernoulli shift.

What we will demonstrate here is that if the chain has finite entropy such
exponentially decaying return times are also a sufficient condition for the chain to
be finitarily Bernoulli. We do this by verifying that the chain satisfies the 'finitarily
Bernoulli' condition of [3] which is there shown to be equivalent to the existence
of such an almost continuous conjugacy. The question of infinite entropy remains
open, although the work of B. Petit [2] showing that all infinite entropy Bernoulli
shifts are almost continuously conjugate, and our work here, indicates that they
should also be finitarily Bernoulli.

We begin our discussion by stating the finitarily Bernoulli condition which must
be verified. The reader is referred to [3] for notation and further discussion. Let
(T, P) be a countable state stationary stochastic process on the Lebesgue probability
space (O, ^ , ft), with the process topology generated by cylinder sets.

We say (T,P) is finitarily Bernoulli (f.B.) if the following structures with the
given properties exist.

For e > 0 there is a countable partition
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of ft into almost open, hence almost closed, sets with

i

nesting down in e to a null set. There also is, for each i, a subset At(e) with

At(e)sAt(8)sA(e).

For any w e ft and n e N we define

t0((o, e, n) = {co'\i e{0 , . . . , n -1} , T~l(<o) and T~l(a}') are both in the same A,(e),
orP,(w') = P/(o>) and T ~ V ) , T-'(w)GAy(e)}.

This 70-thickening' is a restricted ^-neighbourhood of the P, /j-name of <u, the
J-errors required to lie in the At(e). We define for EetF,

to(E, e, n) = U h((o, e, n),

an almost clopen set.
We also have, for each e >0, /i eN, a 'nice partition', C(e, n) of ft into almost

clopen sets where C(e',n') refines C(e,n) if e ' s e and n'^n. This must be a
partition into small sets in that for any atom c e C(e, n), for any w e c . c c ro(w, e, n).
We define /i(o>, e, n) to be that c 6 C(e, n) with <oeC.

The /o- thickening must also be small in an asymptotic sense in that for any e0 > 0
there are ai(eo), ot2(eo),... so that if £/^a/(eo) and we define E\ = to{o)t el t n), and
inductively £|+ 1 = f0(£i,ei,«), then for all i,Et <=• to(o), e0, n)> i.e. if we fo-thicken
slowly enough we always remain inside a f0, eo-thickening.

Next, for each e > 0 we have N(e)'/* oo and almost clopen 'spacer' sets S(e)
with n(S{e))>0, satisfying:

(i) for all e\ n, m, ti(TH(S(e))t e\ n +N(e) + m) = Tn(S(E)), i.e. fi-thickening
over any block of indices containing a spacer does not increase the spacer,

(ii) there is an No so that for any e, if e' is small enough, then for any n with

i.e. spacers can overlap by at most No-digits,
(iii) for any eo, there is an N{e0) so that for any eu £2» • • •»eul t . . . , Ek and ei,

e'2,..., e'ki, • • •»£fc', >f nt<-N(Et)-N(e0) and m,>0 then

PI Tn'(S(E()
e)n f\ Tm>(S(e[)) f ) Tm<(S(Ef

t)
c))

i.e. there is a uniform rate of mixing on cylinder sets in the spacer process (this
'USM' condition is precisely where the exponential decay of return times in our
Markov process is needed).
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As in [3], for ease of expression, we introduce the objects (S, n), S^SF, n e Z +

with the product rule

(5, n) o (5', n') = (Sn Tn(S'), n +n%

When we refer to (S, n) as a point set, we are referring to S.
(iv) there is a o"(e)>0 so that for any e'^e, if c'<=-C(e,n') with c'<=

fi((S(e')t N(e'))(c\ n')) *0, we must have

i.e. the sizes of sets in C(e, n) which end in a spacer decrease in n with at most
an exponential rate, the bound depending on e,

(v) for any e, i = 1 , . . . , fej,..., k, et s= e, 0 </(/)

/ - l i

is either 0 or >o-(e)J, i.e. spacer cylinders for e |2e which have positive mass have
sizes decaying at most exponentially.

Thickened blocks separated by spacers now must satisfy the following 'conditional
block independence' (CBI). For any £i, ...,£&, Hi , . . . , «jb sets Eu . . . , Ek and
et ssmax (e/, £ / + I ) , setting J&i = (ti(Eh eh ni), nt) and St = (5(ei), iVCs,)), then

See [3] for a proof of the following result.

THEOREM 1. / / (T, P) is a countable state stationary process, h (P) < oo, then (T, P),
with its process topology, is almost continuously conjugate to a finite state Bernoulli
shift \fi{T,P) is finitarily Bernoulli.

Let (T, P) be a countable state mixing Markov process,

Setting n = (pi,1/), the Markov condition now says

Tliat T is a mixing process is equivalent to
(i) T is recurrent, i.e. for all / there is a k with

(ii) T is non-cyclic, i.e.
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A mixing Markov process with invariant vector

/M(D\
P =

is completely determined by its transition matrix FI as the following compilation
of results from [1] shows.

LEMMA. 2. (a) If U is the matrix of a recurrent chain, then the sequence of powers
of Pis Cesaro summable to a limiting matrix L with L^O,

[1: Theorem 6-1, p. 130].
Further one says Tl is a 'null chain* if L - 0. If L it 0, n is said to be an 'ergodic

chain' and the matrix L = ld where a is an invariant probability vector. If U has
an invariant probability vector it must be an ergodic chain.

(b) If n is non-cyclic and recurrent, then lim^oo FT exists. If FI is ergodic,
lim n n = \p and \\mn ||a FT - p | | = 0 for every probability vector a [1: Theorem 6-38,
p. 153].

COROLLARY 3. If a\, a 2 , . . . ^0 , I f f l / = l,Z/ia/<oo and

GCD({/|a,>0}) = l,

and if we set XQ= 1, x~\, x-2,... =0, andfori>0,
ao

- I

thenx, + x S , T

Proof. Let pu = at and pu = 5/<f-i if / V 1 . As p\k,\ ^ ak,

GCD«k\p[k.l>0})=l.

If only finitely many af > 0 , then let a/%be the largest, and otherwise / = oo.
kThus f o r / < / + l, there is a k with p , , />0 . Notice (FI(y)), =

V
0

then xt = (n'(y))0. The stationary probability vector for Fl is

and so if

oo

/ - I

ao

hence by lemma 2

p<> D

We arc now ready to discuss exponentially decaying return times. For any set S let

but '
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be the probability that the first return of S to itself is after / steps. Clearly

1-1 fx{S)

We say S has 'exponentially decaying return time' (e.d.r.t.) if for all /

' for some a sO, O=sc<l.

THEOREM (Smorodinsky). / / (Tt P) is finitarily Bernoulli (not necessarily Markov),
and S is an almost open set, then S has e.d.r.t.

Proof. It is enough to show

bt

As (T, P) is finitarily Bernoulli there is a finite partition B of Q with {T, B) a
Bernoulli shift where S is a,s. a union of T, ̂ -cylinders. Let beB-N, b<=-S.

Now

But this is

Smorodinsky has used this fact to construct countable state mixing Markov shifts
not finitarily Bernoulli by selecting a((l) > 0 with X iat(\) < co but a({\) not decaying
exponentially.

What we will now show is that if a single state (here we will use 1) has e.d.r.t.,
then (r, P) is finitarily Bernoulli.

Our first step is to find a certain nice set.
We say a set S decays calmly if for every E > 0 there is an N so that for all k

k+N-l oo

e I a,(S)> I a,(S).
l-k j-k+N

It is easy to see that a set decaying calmly must have e.d.r.t.
We now must show that such a set exists.

THEOREM 4. / / (T, P) is a countable state mixing Markov process and state 1 has
e.d.r.t., then for some t, the set

k

decays calmly.
Proof. If only finitely manyai(l) are positive then A_, = 1 decays calmly, so we
may assume infinitely many rt,(l)>0. We know I,a,( l) = l and al(l)<Cai for

Kz<a~\
ao
I

1-1
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Select a,(l)>0 so small that for some such zo>l ,

Mr

Hence for some z <ZO>EMI«I(1)Z' = 1. and asz<fl~1

£/a,(l)z'<oo.
Mr

Be sure t is so large that

GCD({/|iVr,a,(l)>0}) = l

Letting.
aj\)zl if/*/

if/-/,

ao

by corollary 3, xi -* x >0.
Thus if we define y0 = 1, y-k = 0, y, = 1/^, ai(l)yM one easily checks that y, = xjz',

hence z y< -• x and asymptotically y, is x/z . Letting S = At it is easy to check
that for />0

y, =
so for / >: t

For any e > 0, once i is sufficiently large we know

Jc(l±c)

hence

where e = e/(l - 1/z).
Thus for a = fz'(l - 1/z), for any E, once i is sufficiently large,

e = 2Thus for e = 2» there is a K so that for kzzK, for any N,

/-fc

and

/-
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and hence

Thus for any e, choose No so large that 3 / (z N °- l )<e . Letting N = K +NOt we
easily check that 5 decays calmly. •

Now to see what we gain from such a set. Let S =At be this calmly decaying set.
Let C? be the partition of 0 into almost open sets defined by w e / if y — 1 is the
smallest integer &0 with r i (w)e5. Thus 5 = 1 and one computes

oo

i-T

As S is of the form A,, (T, Q) is a mixing Markov process with transition matrix
ft given by

and for / :A 1

PIT = St-\,j.

Let Cm = r " w ( l ) n o " m " 1 r ~ / ( r ) > not cylinders of (T, Q) but of the process
(T", {1, lc}). The following result gives us the needed uniform mixing for spacers.

LEMMA 5. For any e >0 , there is an Nso that for all n ^Nand m and /,

Proof. Fix m and let

'x?

V((O

For 0 ^ i ̂ miai = a((S)
0

X ajc =
• m

and for i > m

jc(l) = fll"m(fcm>).

From the form of fi, for r > »i we can write

Cam+i

0
••

+n'"m""2
Cam+2

0 +n
/Cfli-i\

0
•

+
Co,-
0

As (T, O) is mixing,

IT
A]
0
••

N
- > X — /x (2)

••
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e <For e <3, choose M> so large that for all m,

k-N0+m+l fc-m-t-1
ak

and for i>N0,

n' o

0//

and now if i>N0 + m + 1,
ATo+m

fc»m+l

oo

where iV0 does not depend on m.
This verifies

uniformly in w.
NowforyVO, / >

Choose 7V0 so large that for n ̂ No, for all /

( / + /-W-1
j — L x\ aj+i-k— h x

fc fc-/

and make sure / is so large that for /i s= / — No,

and now

I flkW(l)(l±f)± X ak
fc-y+i / fe-y+A/o+i

= /x(/")(!±2e)

and we have the result for Cm n Tn(j).

COROLLARY 6. For any e > 0 there is an Nso that for any set

AcvV({I,Ic}),

and any j , n ^N

D
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Proof. Write A = Um (Cm nAm) where Am c Vr-°°-m-i 7"({I, Ie}), a disjoint union,
and now by the Markov property

m

The result follows from the uniform convergence of lemma 5. D

COROLLARY 7. For any e >0 there is an Nso that for any

and

B c V T'({I, Ic}),
/-I

/. As in the previous corollary, the result is uniformly true for all sets B n{/},
hence for their union. •

We are now prepared to prove our main result.

THEOREM 8. / / (T,P) is a countable state mixing Markov process and leP has
e.d.r.t., then (T,P) is finitarily Bernoulli.

Proof. What we must do is demonstrate that all the necessary structures of the
definition exist in (7*, P).

Let S- At be the calmly decaying set of theorem 4. Partition Cl into almost
clopen setsF,./ = {a> \co e T~l(S), a> 6 ^" ' (S) , but for no 0 < V < i is <u e T^'iS) where
0ss/ ,0</}.

Thus Fy consists of those points which lie between two consecutive occurrences
of S, j indices apart in their orbits and which, in this block between occurrences,
are i indices from the left end.

Let ki,... ,kt be a finite set of integers ^ 1 , not all 1 with

GCD

andafc |>0. Let

=(snV(scu,).

Thus any set of the form Sn\)0Sn2)°' • '°Si(P)t>{S, 1) has positive probability
M(S)-afel(l)-afc|(2) ak((p).

A spacer will have the form

S(J) = Si • S2 • S'f2 • S2 • Sx • (S, 1),
a n AT(/)«ifei(/+4)+2ik2+r + l,

is the 'length' of this set, as it is a union of cylinders in P$lt)~l.
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To define A{j) and C(/i,y) we work as follows. There is an N so large that for

t
where ai > 1 are integers. Let

S?'°S2°S2°S2°(S,l)

which is a union of cylinders in Po+ I - 1 which, when expressed as a single name in
{S, Sc} begins with an S and ends with an S. Notice that

fi(Gn) = fJi(S)akla
6
k2 FI aa

k\>an for some a>0.

We will use such a cylinder to 'thicken' pieces of a name which are too unlikely
to give us the bound of condition (iv) (p. 87).

From their form we easily check that if T'(Gm)nGn ^ 0 then either s = 0 and
n=m or s s= n -1. Thus all sets T~s(Gm) for all m and 0^s<m-l are disjoint.
Also if

T'(S(j))nGn*0

then 5 ̂  -AT(/) + / +1 or s > « - 1 and if T*(S(j)) n S(j') * 0 then either s = 0 and
I =j'or s<-N(j') + k+t or j

Returning to the proof, let

(A(j) need only be a countable partition, it does not matter how we index it), where

j-u U T~«n( U

1 0 if/>7

0
and

= u
and k = max

Tlie Ai(j) are clearly disjoint and disjoint from the A^U) ar*d ^o(y), and A0(j)
is clearly disjoint from the Ai»tlij). Tlie Ar,f(j) are disjoint as the T~' (G/) for
/ ' < / ' —1 are. Thus A(y) is a partition.

Tlie Ai>tjij) are clearly almost clopen and the At(j) are clearly almost closed. That
they are almost open follows from the fact that

.U/r/^U Fr.r
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is open and the set (Si ° S2 ° S2 ° Si) lies in no set of the form T"''(G/0,/'</'.
Hence reading the P-name of a point <o to the left and right to the first occurrences
of this set, from only this finite piece of name we can decide whether <u is in
Ur>/+fc T~l'(Gj-) or its compliment, and so both are almost open, as now is A{(j).

Clearly (J,',r AVJ'(j)uA0U) ^ 0> as U<\r Fr,/-= n and r~r(G/0 are disjoint.
We set Ai(j) = At(j). This now defines fo(w,/> n). It can be described as follows.

Read the P-name to the left of co to the first occurrence of S, and to the right to
the first occurrence of 5" beyond index n. This name now breaks into blocks between
consecutive S's. If a string of such blocks forms the name of some Gn, lump them
together as such a Gn. We know two such cannot overlap. We now have broken
the name into blocks A, I2,..., h which are either between two consecutive S's
or are a copy of some Gn. To build ?O(GJ,/, n)> we allow any block /; of length more
than j + k to be replaced by any other such block, including the appropriate Gn.
Given any block of length ^j+k, we allow the P-name across this block to be
modified a little, allowing any symbol >/ to be replaced by any other >/. Lastly,
the name preceding 0 or after n can be modified in any way as long as the first
and last occurrences of S remain the first before 0 and last after n. This constructs
a collection of P-names the union of which is tQ((o,j, n).

The following lemma is easily seen from this discussion.

LEMMA 9. If fo(w, /, n) n f o(a>', /, n) ̂  0 then /0(a>, /, n) = t0((o', /, n).

As Ai(j) = Ai(j) we know t0(<o,j, n) is that element of A(j)a~l containing a). Let
C(/, /i) = A(/)3~\ and as A(j + l) refines A(j) the needed conditions on C(j,n)
follow.

We have already defined S{j) and N{j) so what remains undemonstrated are
conditions (i) through (v) and CBI.

Condition (i) follows as any S{j) <=• {1, lc}?(/)~1 is made of blocks between consecu-
tive S's at most k apart and cannot intersect any T~{ (Gj-)> 0 < / ' < / ' — 1.

We have already verified (ii) with N0 = k + t.
A set of the form

n Tn'(sUi)c)
i-l i-k,+l

where n,<-N(ji) is in Vf-* 7"({S,S}) and if m(>0,

0 T^iSU'tY)
i - l

is in V£ i r'({S,Sc}) and so condition (iii) follows from corollary 7.
For (iv), if c'eC(jt n') ends in a spacer S(j") and

c'cc6C(/,/i), n^n\
ends in a spacer S(/'"), then if

the P-namc of to from 0 to N(j')+/»' begins and ends in an occurrence of S. Thus
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when we thicken to across this piece, getting of course

we need not read either to the left or right of this section. Let / i , . . , Ip be the
blocks into which we break the name. If the length // of 7} is <j + k, then the
thickened block across this section can be one of only a finite collection of sets, as
it is given by a name of length // in the symbols

{ 1 , . . . , / , A o(/)}.

Each such name defines a set, those points which have that name from 0 to //.
Choose o-i so small that for any set

of positive probability, n(A)><r\.
For any // with length //>/+&, this block in (S(j'),N(j')){c\n') contains G(j,

and we know /x(Gi/)><r'', between S's with a Gn is needed, and shows why, even
though the a<(S) must decay at least exponentially, there is no harm in their decaying
faster.

For condition (v), as any set of the form

n
/, is a union of cylinders in {S, Sc}i+NU\ all we need verify is that

such cylinders have sizes decaying at most exponentially fast in their length. By
the Markov property on (T, Q), it is enough to note the fact about S= A, from
theorem 4 that either once k is sufficiently large ak(S) = 0, or ajt(5)>drfc for some
<r >0 . This now forces the size of a cylinder of length n to be 0 or at least

The proof of theorem 8 is now finished by noting that CBI follows without an
error term from the Markov property. Q

As one application of this result we see that 0- automorphisms, which were shown
in [4] to be measurably isomorphic to Bernoulli shifts, as they have e.d.r.t., arc
finitarily isomorphic.

This now settles the question of when a mixing Markov shift is almost continuously
isomorphic to a Bernoulli shift.

Interesting questions, though, present themselves concerning a possibly cyclic
Markov shift, even on a finite state space. It is known [6] that such arc of the form
Bernoulli x finite rotation, and that the finite rotation factor is finitely coded from
the Markov partition. It should be true that the isomorphism to Bernoulli x finite
rotation can be achieved almost continuously. This should be true even for countable
state processes. For the finite state case, the argument is probably just a variant
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of that for the mixing case [5], The countable state argument, although it could be
done directly, as could the mixing case we prove here, might be best and most
usefully approached by proving a relativized version, as Thouvenot [7] has done
for the isomorphism theory, of the f.B. condition.
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